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1 Preliminaries
Let (fn)n≥ be the Fibonacci sequence:
f = ; f = ; fn = fn– + fn–, n≥ ,
and let (ln)n≥ be the Lucas sequence:
l = ; f = ; ln = ln– + ln–, n≥ .
Let (hn)n≥ be the generalized Fibonacci sequence:
h = p, h = q, hn = hn– + hn–, n≥ ,
where p and q are arbitrary integer numbers. The generalized Fibonacci numbers were
introduced of Horadam in [].
LaterHoradam introduced the Fibonacci quaternions and generalized Fibonacci quater-
nions (in []). In [], Flaut and Shpakivskyi and later in [], Akyigit et al. gave some prop-
erties of the generalized Fibonacci quaternions. In [] and [], the authors introduced the
Fibonacci symbol elements and Lucas symbol elements. Moreover, they proved that all
these elements determine Z-module structures. In [] Kecilioglu and Akkus introduced
the Fibonacci and Lucas octonions and they gave some identities and properties of them.
Quaternion algebras, symbol algebras, and octonion algebras have many properties and
many applications, as the reader canﬁnd in [–]. In [], Kecilioglu andAkkus gave some
properties of the split Fibonacci and Lucas octonions in the octonion algebra O(, , –).
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In this paper we study the Fibonacci octonions in certain generalized octonion algebras.
In [], we introduced the generalized Fibonacci-Lucas quaternions and we determined
some properties of these elements. In this paper we introduce the generalized Fibonacci-
Lucas octonions andweprove that these elements have similar properties to the properties
of the generalized Fibonacci-Lucas quaternions.
2 Properties of the Fibonacci and Lucas numbers
The following properties of Fibonacci and Lucas numbers are well known.
Proposition . ([]) Let (fn)n≥ be the Fibonacci sequence and let (ln)n≥ be the Lucas
sequence. The following properties hold:
(i)
fn + fn+ = ln+, ∀n ∈N;
(ii)
ln + ln+ = fn+, ∀n ∈N;
(iii)
f n + f n+ = fn+, ∀n ∈N;
(iv)
ln + ln+ = ln + ln+ = fn+, ∀n ∈N;
(v)
ln = ln + (–)n, ∀n ∈N∗;
(vi)
ln = f n + (–)n, ∀n ∈N∗;
(vii)
ln + fn = fn+.
Proposition . ([, ]) Let (fn)n≥ be the Fibonacci sequence and let (ln)n≥ be the Lucas
sequence. Then:
(i)
fn + fn+ = fn+, ∀n ∈N;
(ii)
fn + fn+ = fn+, ∀n ∈N;
(iii)
fn + fn+ = ln+, ∀n ∈N;
(iv)
fn+ – fn = ln+, ∀n ∈N.
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In the following proposition, we will give other properties of the Fibonacci and Lucas
numbers, which will be necessary in the next proofs.
Proposition . Let (fn)n≥ be the Fibonacci sequence and (ln)n≥ be the Lucas sequence
Then:
(i)
ln+ + ln = ln+, ∀n ∈N.
(ii)
ln+ – ln = fn+, ∀n ∈N.
(iii)
fn + fn+ = fn+, ∀n ∈N.
Proof (i) Using Proposition .(i) we have
ln+ + ln = fn+ + fn+ + fn– + fn+.
From Proposition .(ii) and Proposition .(i), we obtain
ln+ + ln = fn+ + fn+ = ln+.
(ii) Applying Proposition .(ii), we have
ln+ – ln = (ln+ + ln+) – (ln+ + ln) = fn+ – fn+ = fn+.
(iii) We have
fn + fn+ = (fn + fn+) + (fn+ – fn+).
Using Proposition .(ii), (iv), we have
fn + fn+ = fn+ + ln+.
From Proposition .(i) and the Fibonacci recurrence, we obtain
fn + fn+ = fn+ + fn+ + fn+ = fn+ + fn+ + fn+ = fn+ + fn+ + fn+.
Using Proposition .(i), we obtain
fn + fn+ = fn+ + fn+ = fn+. 
3 Fibonacci octonions
Let OR(α,β ,γ ) be the generalized octonion algebra over R with basis {, e, e, . . . , e}.
It is well known that this algebra is an eight-dimensional non-commutative and non-
associative algebra.
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The multiplication table for the basis of OR(α,β ,γ ) is
·  e e e e e e e
  e e e e e e e
e e –α e –αe e –αe –e αe
e e –e –β βe e e –βe –βe
e e αe –βe –αβ e –αe βe –αβe
e e –e –e –e –γ γ e γ e γ e
e e αe –e αe –γ e –αγ –γ e αγ e
e e e βe –βe –γ e γ e –βγ –βγ e
e e –αe βe αβe –γ e –αγ e βγ e –αβγ
Let x ∈OR(α,β ,γ ), x = x + xe + xe + xe + xe + xe + xe + xe and its conjugate
x = x – xe – xe – xe – xe – xe – xe – xe, the norm of x is n(x) = xx = x +αx +
βx + αβx + γ x + αγ x + βγ x + αβγ x ∈R.
If, for x ∈ OR(α,β ,γ ), we have n(x) =  if and only if x = , then the octonion algebra
OR(α,β ,γ ) is called a division algebra. Otherwise OR(α,β ,γ ) is called a split algebra.
Let K be an algebraic number ﬁeld. The following criterion is well known to decide if an
octonion algebra is a division algebra.
Proposition . ([]) A generalized octonion algebra OK (α,β ,γ ) is a division algebra if
and only if the quaternion algebraHK (α,β) is a division algebra and the equation n(x) = –γ
does not have solutions in the quaternion algebra HK (α,β).
It is well known that the octonion algebra OR(, , ) is a division algebra and the octo-
nion algebraOR(, , –) is a split algebra (see [, ]). In [] appears the following result,
which allows us to decide if an octonion algebra over R, OR(α,β ,γ ) is a division algebra
or a split algebra.
Proposition . ([]) We consider the generalized octonion algebra OR(α,β ,γ ), with
α,β ,γ ∈R∗. Then there are the following isomorphisms:
(i) if α,β ,γ > , then the octonion algebra OR(α,β ,γ ) is isomorphic to the octonion
algebra OR(, , );
(ii) if α,β > , γ <  or α,γ > , β <  or α < , β ,γ >  or α > , β ,γ <  or α,γ < ,
β >  or α,β < , γ >  or α,β ,γ <  then the octonion algebra OR(α,β ,γ ) is
isomorphic to the octonion algebra OR(, , –).
Let n be an integer, n ≥ . In [], Kecilioglu and Akkus introduced the Fibonacci octo-
nions:
Fn = fn + fn+e + fn+e + fn+e + fn+e + fn+e + fn+e + fn+e,
where fn is nth Fibonacci number.
Now, we consider the generalized octonion algebra OR(α,β ,γ ), with α, β , γ in arith-
metic progression, α = a + , β = a + , γ = a + , where a ∈R.
In the following, we calculate the norm of a Fibonacci octonion in this octonion algebra.
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Proposition . Let a be a real number and let Fn be the nth Fibonacci octonion. Then
the norm of Fn in the generalized octonion algebra OR(a + , a + , a + , ) is
n(Fn) = fn+
(


















n(Fn) = f n + (a + )f n+ + (a + )f n+ + (a + )(a + )f n+
+ (a + )f n+ + (a + )(a + )f n+
+ (a + )(a + )f n+ + (a + )(a + )(a + )f n+
= f n + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+
+ a
(




f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+
)
+ af n+
= S + S + S + af n+, (.)
where we denoted S = f n + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+, S = a(f n+ + f n+ +
f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+), S = a(f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+).
Now, we calculate S, S, S.
Using [], p., we have
S = ffn+ = fn+. (.)
Applying Proposition .(iii) and Proposition .(i), we have
S = a
(
















f n+ + f n+
)
+ af n+ + a
(




f n+ + f n+
)
= a · (fn+ – fn+ + fn+ – fn+ + f n+ + fn+ + fn+)
= a · [fn+ – fn+ + fn+ – (fn+ + fn+) + f n+ + ln+]
= a ·
[





From Proposition .(ii), Proposition .(ii), and Proposition .(i), we have
S = a ·
[
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Using several times the recurrence of Fibonacci sequence and Proposition .(vii), we ob-
tain
S = a ·
[





Applying Proposition .(iii) and Proposition .(vi), (i), we have
S = a ·
(
f n+ + f n+ + f n+ + f n+
)
= a · [(f n+ + f n+) – (f n+ + f n+) + (f n+ + f n+) + (f n+ + f n+) + f n+]
= a · [fn+ – fn+ + fn+ + fn+ + ln+ – (–)n+]
= a · [–fn+ + fn+ + fn+ + fn+ + (–)n].
From Proposition .(iii) and the recurrence of the Fibonacci sequence, we have
S = a ·
[
–fn+ – fn+ + fn+ + fn+ + fn+ – fn+ + (–)n
]
= a · [–fn+ – fn+ + fn+ + fn+ + (–)n]
= a · [–fn+ – fn+ + fn+ + fn+ + (–)n].
Therefore, we obtain
S = a ·
[
fn+ + fn+ + (–)n
]
. (.)











fn+ + fn+ +  · (–)n
]
.












fn+ + fn+ +  · (–)n
]
. (.)
From (.), (.), (.), (.), and (.), we have
n(Fn) = fn+ + a ·
[









fn+ + fn+ +  · (–)n
]
.





















We obtain immediately the following remark.
Remark . If a is a real number, a < –, then the generalized octonion algebra OR(a +
, a + , a + ) is a split algebra.
Proof Using Proposition .(ii) and the fact that the octonion algebraOR(, , –) is a split
algebra, as a result we see that, if a < –, the generalized octonion algebra OR(a + , a +
, a + ) is a split algebra. 
For example, for a = – we obtain the generalized octonion algebra OR(–,–,–).
From Remark . as a result we see that this is a split algebra (another way to prove that
this algebra is a split algebra is to remark that the equation n(x) =  has solutions in the
quaternion algebra HK (–,–) and then to apply Proposition ..
Now, we want to determine how many Fibonacci octonions invertible are in the octo-
nion algebra OR(–,–,–). Applying Proposition ., we obtain n(Fn) = –fn+ –
fn+ – (–)n, n ∈ N. Using that fn+, fn+ > , (∀)n ∈ N, as a result n(Fn) < ,
(∀)n ∈ N, therefore, in the split octonion algebra OR(–,–,–) all Fibonacci octonions
are invertible.
For a = –, after a few calculations, we also ﬁnd that in the split octonion algebra
OR(–,–,–) all Fibonacci octonions are invertible.
From the above, the following question arises: howmany invertible Fibonacci octonions
are therein the octonion algebraOR(a+, a+, a+), with a < –?We get the following
result.
Proposition . Let a be a real number, a ≤ – and let OR(a + , a + , a + ) be a
generalized octonion algebra. Then, in this algebra, all Fibonacci octonions are invertible
elements.
Proof It is suﬃcient to prove that n(Fn) = , (∀)n ∈N. Using Proposition ., we have
n(Fn) = fn+
(

















n(Fn) = fn+ · a
 + a + a

+ fn+ · a
 + a + a + 
 + (–)
n · a
 + a + a
 .
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After a few calculations, we obtain
n(Fn) = fn+ · a(a + )(a + ) + a
+ fn+ · (a + )(a
 + a + ) – 
 + (–)
n · a(a + )(a – ) + a .
We remark that a + a +  > , (∀)a ∈R (since  < ) and
a(a + )(a + ) + a
 < , (∀)a≤ –,
(a + )(a + a + ) – 
 < , (∀)a≤ –,
a(a + )(a – ) + a
 < , (∀)a≤ –.
Since fn+, fn+ > , (∀)n ∈N, we obtain that n(Fn) < , (∀)a≤ –, n ∈N (even if n is an odd
number). This implies that, in the generalized octonion algebra OR(a + , a + , a + ),
with a≤ –, all Fibonacci octonions are invertible. 
Now, we wonder: what happens with the Fibonacci octonions in the generalized octo-
nion algebra OR(a + , a + , a + ), when a ∈ (–,–)? Are all Fibonacci octonions in a
such octonion algebra invertible or are there Fibonacci octonions zero divisors?
For example, for a = – , using Proposition ., we see that the norm of a Fibonacci oc-
tonion in the octonion algebra OR(–  , –,– ) is n(Fn) = – fn+ +  fn+ –  · (–)n > ,
(∀)n ∈ N∗. This implies that in the generalized octonion algebra OR(–  , –,– ) all Fi-
bonacci octonions are invertible.
In the future, wewill study if this fact is true in each generalized octonion algebraOR(a+
, a + , a + ), with a ∈ (–,–).
4 Generalized Fibonacci-Lucas octonions
In [], we introduced the generalized Fibonacci-Lucas numbers, namely: if n is an arbi-
trary positive integer and p, q be two arbitrary integers, the sequence (gn)n≥, where
gn+ = pfn + qln+, n≥ ,
is called the sequence of the generalized Fibonacci-Lucas numbers. To not induce confu-
sion, we will use the notation gp,qn instead of gn.
LetOQ(α,β ,γ ) be the generalized octonion algebra overQwith the basis {, e, e, . . . , e}.
We deﬁne the nth generalized Fibonacci-Lucas octonion to be the element of the form
Gp,qn = gp,qn ·  + gp,qn+ · e + gp,qn+ · e + gp,qn+ · e + gp,qn+ · e + gp,qn+ · e + gp,qn+ · e + gp,qn+ · e.
We wonder what algebraic structure determines the generalized Fibonacci-Lucas octo-
nions. First, we make the following remark.
Remark . Let n, p, q three arbitrary positive integers, p,q ≥ . Then the nth generalized
Fibonacci-Lucas octonion Gp,qn =  if and only if p = q = .
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Proof ⇒ If Gp,qn = , it results gp,qn = gp,qn+ = · · · = gp,qn+ = . This implies that gp,qn– = · · · =
gp,q = . We obtain immediately q =  and p = .
⇐ is trivial. 
In [], we proved the following properties of the generalized Fibonacci-Lucas numbers.
























Using this remark we can prove the following.












∣∣∣∣n ∈N∗,pi,qi ∈Q, (∀)i = ,n
}
∪ {}.
Then the following statements are true:
(i) A is a free Z-submodule of rank  of the generalized octonions algebra OQ(α,β ,γ );
(ii) B with octonions addition and multiplication, is a unitary non-associative
subalgebra of the generalized octonions algebra OQ(α,β ,γ ).





m , (∀)m,n ∈N∗,a,b,p,q,p′,q′ ∈ Z.
Moreover, applying Remark ., as a result  ∈ A.
These implies thatA is a Z-submodule of the generalized octonions algebraOQ(α,β ,γ ).
Since {, e, e, . . . , e} is a basis of A, as a result A is a free Z-module of rank .
(ii) From Remark .(ii), we immediately see that Gp,qm · Gp′ ,q′n ∈ B, (∀)m,n ∈ N∗,
p,q,p′,q′ ∈ Z. Using this fact and a similar reason to that in the proof of (i), we see that B
is a unitary non-associative subalgebra of the generalized octonions algebra OQ(α,β ,γ ).
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